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1. Introduction. Let X be a topological space. We show that an

ideal P in C(X) is a primary ideal if and only if F contains a maximal

O-ideal. Assuming that X is a completely regular Gj-space, we obtain

several characterizations of fixed maximal ideals of C(X) in terms of

principal primary ideals. A connection is established between these

characterizations and that obtained by Pursell [8].

2. Primary ideals in C(X). C(X) denotes the ring of real-valued

continuous functions on the topological space X, under ordinary

pointwise addition and multiplication. By a primary ideal we mean

an ideal which is contained in at most one maximal ideal. An O-ideal

is an ideal / such that for each pair/i,/2G/ there exists eEI, depend-

ing on/i and f2, such that/<«=/.-, for i = l, 2 [7; 4]. A prime-like ideal

of C(X) is an ideal P such that if (/, k, e) is any triple of elements of

C(X) which satisfies fEP, fe=f and keEP, then kEP [4]. If
JEC(X) is an ideal, we let L(J) denote the set {/G C(X):/e =/ ior
some eEJ}- Obviously L(J)EJ- We shall use these additional re-

sults from [4]:

(i) L(J) is an O-ideal which is a maximal O-ideal if / is a prime-

like ideal.

(ii) If N is an O-ideal in J then NEL(J), so if AT is a maximal 0-
ideal then N = L(J).

(iii)  Every prime ideal is a prime-like ideal.

The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 1 and in-

cidentally to yield an alternate proof of a result in [2].

Lemma 1. If M is a maximal ideal in C(X) and f EM, then there is

hEC(X) such that (hf-l)EL(M).

Proof. If fEM there exists kEC(X) and mEM such that kf+m
= 1. Choose a real number tx, 0<tx<l, and let t2 = l—tx. Set hx

= l/(kf\Jtx) and h2 = l/(m\/t2). (In general, V and A denote the

ordinary lattice operations in C(X)). A simple calculation shows

(hxkf-l)(h2m)=hxkf-l. Hence, (hxkf-l)EL(M) and h = hxk is the
desired function.

It was proved in [2, p. 342] that the ideals Np are primary ideals.

In [4, Example 2.14], it was remarked that the ideals Np are exactly
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the maximum O-ideals in C(X). Thus the maximal O-ideals in C(X)

are primary ideals. The above lemma yields a proof of this fact which

makes no reference to the Stone-Cech compactification /3(X) of X.

For assume that a given maximal O-ideal Af is contained in distinct

maximal ideals Mi and M2. By (i) and (ii) above, L(Mi) =N = L(M2).

However, since Mi and M2 are distinct, there exist elements miEMi

and mtEMt such that mi+m2 = \. Now m2EMi, so, by the lemma,

there exists h such that (hmt — l)EL(Mi). But certainly (hmt — 1)

EL(Mt), which is a contradiction. Hence 7Y is a primary ideal.

Actually we can say more.

Theorem 1. For an ideal PCC(X), the following conditions are

equivalent:

(1) P contains a maximal O-ideal;

(2) P is a primary ideal;

(3) P is a prime-like ideal.

Proof. The statement (1)—»(2) is immediate since any ideal which

contains a primary ideal is itself a primary ideal. By (i) above,

(3)-(l).
We next show that (2)—>(1). Suppose P is a primary ideal. By

Zorn's lemma, C(X) contains a maximal O-ideal, so if P = C(X) then

P contains a maximal O-ideal. If P9*C(X) then P is contained in

some maximal ideal M. We shall see that L(M)CP+N for every

maximal O-ideal N. If N = L(M) then this result is obvious. Suppose

N9*L(M) and choose fEL(M) arbitrarily. 7Y is contained in a maxi-

mal ideal M'. Since L(M') =JVwe have M'9*M. Therefore P<tM',

since P is a primary ideal. Choose gEP\M'. By Lemma 1, there is

hEC(X) such that (hg-l)EL(M') =N. Thus fgh-fEN and
fEN+fghCN+P. Hence, L(M)CP+N. Now

P= C\{P+ N:N is a maximal O-ideal}

[4, Theorems 4.25 and 5.3. and Remark 4.5 (ii)], so P contains the

maximal O-ideal L(M) and (2)—>(1).

Finally, (1)—>(3). For assume that P contains a maximal O-ideal

N. If P = C(X) then P is a prime-like ideal. If P9*C(X) then P is
contained in a maximal ideal M. Now 7V = P(P) by (ii), and N = L(M)

since NCPCM. Suppose/, k and e are elements of C(X) such that

/GP>/^=/and keEP- Then e&M, lor otherwise fEL(M) =L(P)CP-
Therefore, by Lemma 1, there exists a function hEC(X) such that

(he-l)EL(M), so (khe-k)EL(M). Thus (khe-k)EP. But khe
= h(ke)EP since keEP- Hence kEP, so P is a prime-like ideal and
the proof of the theorem is complete.
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Note that the statement (3)—>(2) of the previous theorem general-

izes Theorem 3.3 of [2], in virtue of (iii). The following corollary is

a generalization of Lemma 3.2 of that paper.

Corollary. // P is any prime-like (= primary) ideal contained in

the maximal ideal M, then PZjL(M).

Proof. F contains a maximal O-ideal N, by the theorem, so L(P)

= N. On the other hand, L(M) =N since MDN. Thus L(P) =L(M).

But P always contains L(P), so PZ)L(M).

3. Fixed maximal ideals. For a subset AEX let A" denote the

interior of A. For fEC(X), the set Z(f)= {xEX:f(x)=0} is the
zero set of/; we use |/| to denote the function defined by the identity

|/| (x) = 1/0*01 ■ The ideal generated by a finite subset {/i,/2, • • • ,/n}

of C(X) is denoted by [fx,f2, • • ■ ,/»]. For x G X, set M(x)

--={fEC(X):xEZ(j)} and N(x) = {/GC(X): xEZ(f)"}. Evidently
A^x) =L(M(x)) ii X is completely regular. For it is immediate that

L(M(x))EN(x), while if xEZ(f)°, then there is a function eEC(X)

such that eEM(x) and e\ (X\Z(f)°) = 1. For such e we have fe=f, so

fEL(M(x)). By Theorem 35 of [3], M(x) is a maximal ideal, so

N(x) is a maximal O-ideal in C(X) by (i).

An ideal MEC(X) is fixed if f]{Z(f):fEM} is not empty; it is
free otherwise [3, Definition 7]. According to [3, Theorem 8], the

fixed maximal ideals of C(X) are exactly the ideals ikf(x). We let

2ft denote the family of all maximal ideals of C(X). According to

Corollary 2.4 of [5], 2Ji admits the dual Stone topology A. We denote

the resulting topological space by 9Ka. Recall that the sets 0(/)

= {ME'SH'-fEM}, as / ranges over C(X), form a base for A.

Henceforth we shall assume that X is a completely regular G-s-

space; that is, X is completely regular and each point of X is the zero

set of a member of C(X) (see [l], for example).

Theorem 2. Suppose X is a completely regular Gi-space and M is a

maximal ideal in C(X). Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) M is a fixed ideal;
(2) M contains a principal primary ideal;

(3) L(M) is contained in a (proper) principal ideal;

(4) M is an isolated point of SERa ;
(5) M is the union of principal primary ideals.

Proof. We show (l)-»(2)-*(3)-»(l) and (2)-»(4)-»(5)-»(2).
If M is fixed then there is a point x such that M=M(x). Now

there is /G C(X) such that Z(f) = {x}. Obviously [/] is contained in

M, and [/] is contained in no other fixed ideal. On the other hand,
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neither is [/] contained in any free ideal since Z(f) is compact [3,

Theorem 37]. Hence [/] is a primary ideal contained in M and

(l)->(2).
That (2)—>(3) is a direct consequence of the above corollary.

Suppose L(M) is contained in the proper ideal [/], which, of course,

must be a primary ideal. Now M is a maximal ideal and is therefore

a prime and hence a prime-like ideal. By (i) above, L(M) is a maxi-

mal O-ideal. Thus [f]CA7 since, by Theorem 1, L(M) is a primary

ideal, and since [/] is contained in some maximal ideal. The zero set

of/ is not empty since [/] is a proper ideal. Pick xEZ(f). Certainly

[f]CM(x). Since M(x) is a maximal ideal and [/] is a primary ideal,

we have M=M(x). Hence if is a fixed ideal and (3)—»(1).

If M contains the primary ideal [/] then {M} =£)(/), so M is an

isolated point of 9D7a and (2)—»(4).

In general, if M' is a prime ideal then kEM' implies | k\ EM' and

| k\ l'2EM', while if | k\ or | k\ l'2EM' then kEM'. If M' is a maximal
ideal and M' contains a sum of non-negative functions p and q be-

longing to C(X), then pEM' and gG^"' [3, §5]. Now to show

(4)—»(5), suppose M is an isolated point of 957. Then for some non-

empty set HCC(X), {M} =\J{£)(h):hEH}. Evidently for any

hEH, [h] is a primary ideal contained in M. Choose hEH and let

kEM be arbitrary. Set /= | k\ 1/2+1 h\. According to the above ob-

servations, fEM, so [f]CM. Further, [/] is a primary ideal, for if

M' is a maximal ideal containing [/] then, as we have just seen, M'

contains \h\ and hence h. Therefore M' = M. Now set

q(x) = k(x)/f(x)       if/(x) 9* 0, and

q(x) = 0 if/(x) = 0.

Then qEC(X), for Z(k)DZ(f), and if f(x)9*0, we have

\k(x)\^2^  | *(*) | //(*) ^ 0.

Obviously, &=<7/G[/], so M is the union of its principal primary

ideals.

It is immediate that (5)—>(2), so the proof of the theorem is com-

plete.

Remark 1. Theorem 2 remains valid if "principal" is replaced by

"finitely generated" in any of the conditions (2), (3) or (5). For in

each case, it follows that M contains a finitely generated primary ideal

[/1./2. • • • i/n]. But then [/?+/£+ ■ ■ ■ +fl] is also a primary ideal,

for if a maximal ideal contains the sum of non-negative functions f\,

then it contains each/2;, and hence each/,-, for * = 1, 2, • • • , re.

Remark 2. C. W. Kohls has obtained a result which yields the
statement (l)->(2) [6, §4].
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It is natural to consider the set P(M)=C\{[h]: [h]DL(M)} in

more detail. In the following, we suppose M = M(x0).

Theorem 3. Suppose X satisfies the first axiom of countability. Then

P(M)=L(M).

Proof. Certainly P(M)ZjL(M). Suppose fEL(M). We proceed to
show that there exists a function h0EC(X) such that [h0]^jL(M) but

fE [h°\. Since L(M) =N(x0), there is a sequence xB converging to Xo

such that/(x„) ?±0 for every n. Choose a non-negative hEC(X) such

that Z(h) = {x0}. By choosing a sub-sequence if necessary, we can

require that each of the sequences h(xn) and/2(xn) consists of isolated

points. Hence it is easy to define a continuous function % which maps

the real numbers into themselves, whose only zero is zero and such

that x(h(xn)) =f2(x„) for every n. Set h„ = x(h). Evidently h0EC(X),

[h0]DL(M) andfE[ho].
Remark 3. It is not difficult to see that the proof of the previous

theorem is valid for the space given in Example 3 of [l ], even though

that space does not satisfy the first countability axiom. We are in-

debted to the referee for the following example which shows that

that theorem is not true for arbitrary completely regular Gj-spaces:

Let R denote the real line, and let Z denote the set of integers. Let

Y denote the union of R and a one-point subset {xj of the closure

in l3(R) of Z. Then P(M(x))^L(M(x)), although Y is a completely

regular Gs-space.

For let/denote the element of C(Y) such that/(y) =sin iry for all

yER, and /(x)=0. Suppose hEC(Y) and Z(h)={x}. Set g(y)
= (sin iry)/h(y) if yGF and g(x) =0. From the fact that x belongs to

the closure of Z, it follows easily that gEC(Y). Moreover, f = gh.

Hence fEP(M(x)), but fEL(M(x)).
In [8], Pursell characterized fixed ideals in terms of bounded ideals.

An ideal M of C(X) is bounded by an element / provided / has no in-

verse, and H(f)DH(g) forallgGAf. In general H(g) = {hEC(X):h^0

and hkg = h ior some k G C(X)}. It is easy to see that F([g])

= //(g)U{0}. Similarly, L(M)=U {//(g): gGM}j{0}. Hence H(f)
DH(g) ior all gEM if and only if L([f])^L(M). We can now estab-

lish the following connection between our Theorem 2 and the char-

acterization in [8].

Theorem 4. A maximal ideal M of C(X) is bounded by f if and only

if If] is a primary ideal contained in M.

Proof. Suppose M is bounded by /. According to the previous

comments, L(\f])Z)L(M). Hence, by Theorem 1,  [/] is a primary
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ideal, since [/]DL([/]). Also,/has no inverse, so [/] is contained in

some maximal ideal M'. But since [f]^)L(M) and L(M) is primary,

M' = M and MD [/].
Conversely, suppose that [/] is a primary ideal contained in M.

Certainly/ has no inverse. By the corollary, [f]Z}L(M), so P([/])

DL(M). Hence H(f)DH(g) for all gEM, so M is bounded by/.
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